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GENERAL  PROGRESS

In the beginning of the month we finalized our coordination team and the

board of directors . Many plans have been made and the prospects for the

month were really good . There have come new opportunities for

cooperation and we started working on carrying out our recently

formulated strategies . Besides it has been a very good month financially .

Unfortunately not so much progress has been made after the second week

of February because of the changing circumstances in our working

environment .

CHANGES  IN  OPERATING  ENVIRONMENT

There have been quite some impacting changes on the island in the last

months which have escalated the last 2 weeks of February . The increasing

number of refugees on the island in combination with the recent changes in

the policy of the Greek government and international relations have led to

rising tensions . This resulted in a 2 day strike of the local Greek population

and an increased appearance of anti-refugee (fascist) groups on the island

using violence against NGO workers and refugees . Unfortunately this has also

impacted our working environment and the way in which we can operate .

We have to be increasingly aware of the risks of our work and we have to

keep making sure that we can guarantee the safety of the people we work

with and work for . During the days of the strike OHF took extra preliminary

safety measures and decided to stay closed . This directly affects us since our

yoga tent is on the ground of OHF and we can not use it when they are

closed . For this reason we had to make some adjustments in the schedule .

Besides we decided a couple of times to close the gym earlier to make sure

volunteers , teachers and students don ’t have to go home in the dark . We will

have to see in March how the situation will develop , but all the signs are

quite worrying . However we will keep continuing our work as good as

possible .



ACTIVITIES

Yoga

- Group Yadullah

(Moria) 

- Group Mona

Yoga for Women 

- Group Miren

- Akro Yoga (Miren)

Martial Arts

- Wrestling (Vahid)

- Boxing (Omid)

- Muay Thai (Hamid)

- Jiu Jitsu (Mohmmad)

- Kung Fu (Najib)

- Karate (Suhaila)

  

Women 's sports

- Running (Nina)

- Yoga (Mona)

- Self Defense (Estelle)

- Dancing (Nasrin)

- Zumba (Nasrin)

- Fitness (Estelle)

Running

- Mytilini : Tue , Thurs , Sat

- Gym : Mo , Wed

Spanos

- Basket (Abdul Malik)

- Football (Arif)

- Volleyball (Hayatullah)

Bodybuilding (Saleh)

Parkour (Morteza)

Dance (Edu)

Breakdance (Ahmad)

SCHEDULE



Gym
71.3%

Women's sports
12.9%

Yoga tent
12.7%

Field sports
1.3% MEN

87.1%

WOMEN
12.9%

THE  PROJECTS  IN  NUMBERS

Number of activities : 

Number of teachers : 

Total number of students this month :

23

20

2124

Running
Number of students:

WRITTEN UPDATE

Division of students over the different projects: Number of men/women in

the projects :

FINANCES  
We are 100% funded through independent donations

General fundraising update

Financially February was a very good month . We have

raised approximately 11 .000 euros because of some big

donations from private donors . One former volunteer

raised 5000 euros at his work and one of the members

of our board of directors (Bur Purnell) has raised 3400

euros via a Facebook fundraiser for his birthday . We

started the fundraiser for the Yoga tent and for the

Yoga teacher training that will be held in April and

June . Both fundraisers are performing really well .The

running campaign was updated by Melissa .The gym

campaign and running campaign deserve some extra

attention , we are not on the way to reach our target .1

fundraising cafe was organized , which was attended

by 3 volunteers . It resulted in some ideas for a one-

pager etc . , but didn ’t lead to concrete results . When

there will be some more volunteers in March there will

be another fundraising cafe organized .



PROGRESS  ON  POLICY  PRIORITIES

Support team

Budget

Internal

organization

We still work to do on

finalizing the support

team , not much progress

in February .

Budget is working very

well and the financial

strategy is becoming

increasingly clear . The

budget has been

discussed with the

coordination team

Improve fundraising

Communication 

Expand to other
locations

External

Strategy

Work to do on

involving volunteers in

fundraising , building

the fundraising team ,

researching

merchandising

opportunities and

connecting to external

partners . Rick has been

working on

partnerships with

Klabu and GAME , this

is very promising .

We have been working

on a one-pager , and

have been quite active

on social media , also

politically because of

the recent

developments . The

new communications

coordinator is

developing a

communications

strategy which will be

finalized in March .

Estelle had multiple

talks with the HOME

project in Athens .

Unfortunately there is

no space found yet

where we can do the

activities . Nina

connected with a

European Universities

initiative to organize a

meaningful

exchange/project with

6 universities in

Europe .

Increase teacher support

Projects

The past 2 months we

have given the bus cards

to the teachers . In

February we have

decided to research how

we can support the

teachers more by giving

them an individual

‘goody bag ’ in the end of

the month . This can

include groceries ,

equipment for sports or

money . We have to give

the first goody bags in

the end of March .

Involve community
members

Coordination team

No updates , work to do

to involve community

members . However

teachers get more

responsibilities and take

more responsibility for

the gym , the shifts and

the students . There has

been no teacher

meeting since Edu was

on holidays . Next month

we hope to organize

something for the

teachers .

The new volunteer

coordinator is in her

handover period now .

Danique will leave the

18th of March .

Expand to other
locations

Improvements in the
gym

No updates on activities

elsewhere on the island

The upstairs room has

been cleaned and we

have talked to Kostas

about the roof now the

gym . It is part of the new

agreement for the

contract that the roof

will be emptied .

However Kostas is not

really moving forward

with this . We hope in

March there will be

some positive

developments when it

comes to the roof



Update on

communication

We did 6 posts on Social media ,

including 1 post for the Yoga

tent fundraising and 1 post for

the Yoga teacher training

fundraising . no publications .

COMMUNITY  &  OUTREACH

General fundraising update Explanation of expenses

Update on volunteers 

We had 5/6 volunteers in the

project during the whole of

february . I (Louise Holm) arrived

in Mytilini this month , and

Danique and I have been

focusing on hand-over process .

In the end of february the

situation in Lesvos started to

escalate due to strikes and

protests from the locals towards

the greek government . We

advised our volunteers not to

participate in these local

protests . OHF closed for visitors

on the 25th of february which

led to us closing the yogatent -

of course this affected our

volunteers and their daily

routine . We did not have any

incidents with any of the

volunteers in february .

BENEFICIARY  FEEDBACK

We always have very positive feedback about the activities and the

support we offer. However, some of the teachers and students would

like to see their training extended to longer in term of hours (example:

hamid to do 2 hours training for muay thai).

The main challenges are in the changing political atmosphere. The

situation is really uncertain at the moment, even when it comes to our

continuation. We really have to follow all developments and take it day

by day.

CHALLENGES  FACED



INCIDENTS  AND  NEAR  MISSES

OUR  PARTNERS

WWBT Lesvos Solidarity Team Humanity

Zaporeak One Happy Family Proemaid

Spanos

There has been one accident of the runners. Estelle and Nina took him

to the doctor and responded very well to the action. Of course this had

some financial implications for the organization, but not too large.

There have been tense discussion about opening the gym or not

because of the safety on the island. Luckily we haven’t had any

incidents in the gym.

FINAL  COMMENTS

The situation on the island is not easy at the moment, but we keep

fighting and doing our work! We are determined to keep working and

making the best of the situation. Hopefully political action will make

changes for the good soon.


